Proteome microarray technology and application: higher, wider, and deeper.
Introduction: Protein microarray is a powerful tool for both biological study and clinical research. The most useful features of protein microarrays are their miniaturized size (low reagent and sample consumption), high sensitivity and their capability for parallel/high-throughput analysis. The major focus of this review is functional proteome microarray. Areas covered: For proteome microarray, this review will discuss some recently constructed proteome microarrays and new concepts that have been used for constructing proteome microarrays and data interpretation in past few years, such as PAGES, M-NAPPA strategy, VirD technology, and the first protein microarray database. this review will summarize recent proteomic scale applications and address the limitations and future directions of proteome microarray technology. Expert opinion: Proteome microarray is a powerful tool for basic biological and clinical research. It is expected to see improvements in the currently used proteome microarrays and the construction of more proteome microarrays for other species by using traditional strategies or novel concepts. It is anticipated that the maximum number of features on a single microarray and the number of possible applications will be increased, and the information that can be obtained from proteome microarray experiments will more in-depth in the future.